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Dreaming of sovereignty
Talk of taking back power may be delusional, but more democracy is not
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“TAKE control” is the main slogan of the Vote Leave
campaign. Indeed, the argument that Britain has lost
sovereignty, and even its democracy, by being in the
European Union is at the heart of the case for Brexit.
Michael Gove, the justice secretary, complains that
“our membership of the EU stops us being able to
choose who makes critical decisions which affect all
our lives”. Boris Johnson, the mayor of London, says
that EU membership is incompatible with
parliamentary sovereignty. Many of their fellow
Brexiteers claim that, even if leaving has a price, it is
worth paying to regain control.

Despite fighting to stay in, David Cameron shares
some of these concerns. The prime minister is proud of the European Union Act of 2011, which
makes any treaty passing new powers to the EU subject to a referendum. He fought hard last month
to win a British exemption from the European goal of “ever closer union”. The government says it is
still working on a bill to assert Parliament’s supremacy.

There are three strands to the sovereignty argument. The first is the pure concept of parliamentary
supremacy. Before the 1972 European Communities Act, the then Tory prime minister, Edward
Heath, insisted that “there is no question of any erosion of essential national sovereignty”. Yet this
was true only in the sense that Parliament can repeal the act (a right confirmed by the very holding
of a referendum).

What Heath’s phrase skated over was the second strand: that EU membership means that European
law trumps national law. This was established in the Factortame cases in the early 1990s, when a
British parliamentary act on ship registration was voided by the European Court of Justice after
complaints by Spanish fishermen. Vernon Bogdanor, a constitutional historian, says EU
membership (along with devolution to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) means parliamentary
sovereignty has in practice been eroded. This is true even if Britain copies the sovereignty claims of
the German constitutional court, since these have never been tested.
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Many talk of being sovereign as if it were like being pregnant: one either is or is not. The truth is
more complex. A country can be wholly sovereign yet have little influence. Britain has signed some
700 international treaties that impinge on sovereignty. Although the EU has the biggest impact,
others count a lot: membership of NATO, for example, creates an obligation to go to war if another
member country is attacked. It can be worth ceding this independence to gain influence. Mr
Cameron has warned Brexiteers against pursuing what he calls the “illusion” of sovereignty.

They may do better pursuing the third strand:
democracy, or rather the lack of it. It is wrong to
argue, as some do, that EU laws are imposed by
unelected bureaucrats in the European
Commission. In fact, although the commission
proposes draft legislation, it is adopted by the
Council of Ministers, consisting of elected national
governments, and the elected European
Parliament. Moreover, the commission may be
unelected, but the choice of Jean-Claude Juncker
of Luxembourg as its president was made after he
was chosen as the centre-right’s “lead candidate”
before the 2014 European elections.

Despite this, there is undeniably a democratic
deficit in the EU. It is supranational, but elections (including European ones) are fought on national
issues. There is no Europe-wide demos. Voters cannot throw out the EU’s collective leadership.
Both the council and the parliament are remote and unaccountable, with decisions often agreed on
by shifting alliances. This may partly explain why voter turnout in European elections is so much
lower than in national ones (see chart).

As Simon Hix of the London School of Economics notes, this matters especially to Britons, who are
not used to coalition government. The demise in the 1980s of the Luxembourg compromise, which
gave EU members a form of veto, and the spread of majority voting have also led to Britain being
outvoted more often. This is where another of Mr Cameron’s ideas may help: more say for national
parliaments.

In 2013 Mr Cameron called national parliaments the “true source” of democratic legitimacy. Yet
they have played only a marginal role in the EU. That is to be beefed up by a deal whereby if 55% of
national parliaments object to a law it is withdrawn (a “red card”). There are also plans for
parliaments to suggest laws (a “green card”).

There is an irony here for British Eurosceptics who like to trumpet parliamentary sovereignty.
National parliaments in Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands are far better at overseeing their
governments’ EU policies. In Britain, moreover, the elected House of Commons is less effective than
the unelected House of Lords. That is partly because MPs can be shamefully ignorant of EU affairs.
But just now it is also because MPs are consumed by arguments over Brexit.
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